Introduction.
Concerning the regularity which occurs in the setting of Phragmen-Lindelof principle, the theorem of Ahlfors and Heins [2] (see also [6] ) states; Theorem 1. i/ u(z) is subharmonic in (Rz>0 and satisfies the Phragm&n-Lindelbf boundary condition, and if a = suptt/x<«> (x=(Rz>0), then limr<co u(rea)/r cos d = afor \d\ <x/2 with the exception at most of outer logarithmic capacity zero; uniformly in any closed interior angle if r is excluded from a set of finite logarithmic length; and without exception in any interior angle in which u(z) is harmonic.
Recently R. P. Boas, Jr. has studied how much the boundary condition can be weakened without destroying the conclusion for the functions of exponential type [3] . In this paper, we shall treat the generalizations and precisions of some results in [3] . 2. Carleman's theorem. Let u(z) be subharmonic for (Rz2:0. Then by the Riesz theorem [9] there exists a generalized positive mass distribution yt(e) defined for bounded sets e of (Rz>0 which are measurable (B) such that for \z\ <R
where Ki(Re{*, z) and K2(it, z) denote the F. and R. Nevanlinna's kernel [8] defined respectively by Ki(Re*, reiS) (2.2) 2Rr(R2 -r2) cos <j> cos 0 {R2 + r2-2Rrcos (<b -0)}{R2 + r2 + 2 Rr cos (<£ + 6)} '
Let E(p, e) denote a set of e of {rg|z[ <p -e, p + eg|z| <i?, |arg z| <x/2 -e (e>0)}. By the Carleman's method [10] , consider the integral I=l/27riffE(p,{)Bt\og(z+f)(R2-zf)/(z-t)(R2+zl;)dp(ec)
•(l/z2 + l/p2)dz taken along the contour of the domain [|arg z\ <ir/2, ri<|z| <p] (ri<r) in the positive sense, starting from the point z--ip with a fixed determination of the logarithm. Then we have License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
Letting r\-*0 for fixed r, we get
Again, integrating by parts and using the theorem of residues, where -Pi(z) and P2(z) denote respectively the potentials with the mass distribution on DK(8) and on the complement DK(b~) of DK(b~) with respect to (Rz>0. Let e be an arbitrary positive number and let K~o be a sufficiently large number. Then for all K>K0, we obtain for zEDUb*), (4.5) Ptiz)/(Rz < e.
Let rjK denote the number of the zero points of/(z) in DKi8). Then 
